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ABSTRACT
Limited hardware capabilities and very limited battery power supply are the two main constraints that
arise because of small size and low cost of the wireless sensor nodes. Power optimization is highly
desired at all the levels in order to have a long lived Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). Prolonging the life
span of the network is the prime focus in highly energy constrained wireless sensor networks. Sufficient
number of active nodes can only ensure proper coverage of the sensing field and connectivity of the
network. If large number of wireless sensor nodes get their batteries depleted over a short time span then
it is not possible to maintain the network. In order to have long lived network it is mandatory to have
long lived sensor nodes and hence power optimization at node level becomes equally important as power
optimization at network level. In this paper need for a dynamically adaptive sensor node is signified in
order to optimize power at individual nodes along with the reduction in data loss due to buffer
congestion.
We have analyzed a sensor node with fixed service rate (processing rate and transmission rate) and a
sensor node with variable service rates for its power consumption and data loss in small sized buffers
under varying traffic (workload) conditions. For variable processing rate Dynamic Voltage Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) technique is considered and for variable transmission rate Dynamic Modulation Scaling
(DMS) technique is considered. Comparing the results of a dynamically adaptive sensor node with that
of a fixed service rate sensor node shows improvement in the lifetime of node as well as reduction in the
data loss due to buffer congestion. Further we have tried to coordinate the service rates of computation
unit and communication unit on a sensor node which give rise to Coordinated Adaptive Power (CAP)
management. The main objective of CAP Management is to save the power during normal periods and
reduce the data loss due to buffer congestion (overflow) during catastrophic periods. With CAP
management we are trying to adaptively change the power consumption of sensor nodes. Power
consumption of processing unit and communication unit are coordinated together and changed
adaptively with respect to the workload. Coordination between processing and communication subunits
results in better energy optimization as well as possible data loss before transmission because of limited
buffer sizes can be avoided.
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1. UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Micro sensor nodes are small in size and hence the size of battery supported on node is also
small. This battery can supply a small amount of energy for the functioning of node and nodes
are expected to work reliably over a longer period of time which may extend up to few years.
Replacing the batteries is not feasible due to remote, random, inaccessible nodes and also due
to large number of nodes in the network. Recharging or replacing the batteries on sensor nodes
manually is not possible due to very large number of sensor nodes and also nodes may not be
approachable physically in many applications. Limited battery energy constraint can be
overcome if battery gets recharged using energy scavenging techniques. Electrical energy can
be scavenged or harvested from environmental sources such as solar, wind or water flow.
Continuous research [1-4] is going on to develop Energy harvesting WSN as it seems to
overcome the problem of stringent power constraint. However for WSN applications the energy
demands are large because of the wireless communications and availability of environmental
power cannot be guaranteed as nodes energy harvesting opportunities may vary from place to
place and time to time. Also the energy consumption of the nodes varies due to uneven
distribution of workloads or network traffic. All these constraints emphasize that sensor node
with energy scavenging ability also need power management.
Our focus is on the power optimization at sensor node level with ultimate aim to increase the
lifetime of the Wireless Sensor Network. In a wireless sensor node maximum power is
consumed for wireless communication and data processing also consumes moderate amount of
power. We are trying to optimize the power consumption of processor and radio unit
dynamically by adopting the optimized service rates (processing rate and transmission rate
respectively) with respect to the instantaneous workload requirements. For a long-lived
Wireless Sensor Network, low power hardware is the basic requirement [5] along with energy
efficient protocols [6]. To increase the lifetime of wireless networks in which nodes are battery
operated, various energy management techniques have been proposed in the literature. An
overview of these techniques has been given in [7]. Mostly researchers have suggested reducing
the wireless communication power [8, 9]. In [10-12]] shutting down processing unit has been
suggested in order to optimize topology and communication range. Shutting down results in
power saving. Information about network traffic and route is exploited in [13] to decide when
to turn the node into the sleeping state from ON state. Though wireless communication is the
major activity which consumes lot of power for transmission, reception as well as when it is
idle (listening), power consumption of microcontroller or processor also have significant share
in the energy budget of wireless sensor nodes. Emerging real time applications of WSN like
body sensor networks need powerful microcontrollers which consume more power [14, 15]. In
[16] energy consumption of the widely adopted Mica2 sensor node is studied very accurately
and shown that the power consumption of processor ranges from 28 % to 86% of the total
power consumed and roughly 50% on average. So it becomes equally important to optimize the
power consumption of computing unit along with communication unit. Dynamic Frequency
Scaling (DFS) and Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) techniques are energy efficient when the
processor is in idle state [17] to reduce power consumption. Topology control and power-aware
routing protocols only reduce the transmission power of radio, and hence are not suitable for
the applications with low workload or the radio platforms with high idle power consumption.
Sleep scheduling protocols only reduce the idle power consumption and hence not effective
when the network workload is high or the idle power consumption of radio is low. It clearly
indicates the need for adaptive sensor node architecture which can handle both the situations of
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low traffic (normal period) as well as high traffic (catastrophic period) efficiently. That is we
want no power wastage during normal periods and no data loss during catastrophic periods.
Figure 1 show the basic block schematic of a wireless sensor node.

Figure 1. Basic architecture of a sensor node
Data arrives in the input buffer from two sources- data sensed by its own sensors and the data
received from the neighboring nodes. The processor processes this data and the processed data
comes in the output buffer. Transmitter transmits this data. Sensor nodes with fixed service
rates are designed to handle moderate data arrival rates otherwise if designed to handle low data
rates will result in data loss due to buffer overflow during catastrophic period or if designed to
handle peak data rates then will remain idle over a longer period and power wastage will be
more which reduces the lifetime of the sensor nodes.
Low duty cycling applied on low power hardware further increases the lifetime of the sensor
nodes and long lived sensor nodes support to work the network over longer period. We have
considered rotational sleep schedule (time triggered wake up) as it provides better network
coverage and connectivity till sufficient number of nodes fails. As sensor networks are mainly
deployed to sense some rare events, most of the times there is no much traffic in the network
and not much work for the sensor nodes to carry. The problem arises when a node is turned ON
but there is no much work to carry and hence remain idle for a longer duration. This idle state
power consumption is the power wastage as power is consumed for doing nothing. More the
idle period more is the more wastage. So it is important to control the power consumption
during ON state by reducing the idle time periods. Here we have classified the time period over
which sensor nodes are alive in the two categories- normal period and catastrophic period.
Normal period is the time interval when event of interest has not occurred and everything is
normal. It results in small data arrival rates in the input buffer of sensor nodes. Catastrophic
period is the time duration when the event occurs. Lot of information is sensed by the nodes as
well as lot of data received from the neighboring nodes results in the peak data arrival rate.
In order to reduce the idle power consumption during normal period if the service rates of the
sensor nodes are kept smaller, then large amount of data arriving at the sensor node cannot be
handled during the catastrophic period. Sensor nodes being very small sized devices have very
small buffers to store the data and if not served with proper service rate then result in the buffer
overflow and data gets lost. Hence wireless sensor nodes with longer life time but providing
desired Quality of Service (QoS) are required.
Reducing the idle power consumption during the normal period and reducing the buffer
overflow during the catastrophic period are equally important.
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A sensor node capable of variable service rates can handle both the issues. Working with the
smaller service rates consumes less power and reduction in idle power consumption increases
the life time during normal period while offering higher service rates during the catastrophic
period consumes more power but reduces the data loss because of buffer overflow.
We have modeled a sensor node with fixed service rates as well as a sensor node with variable
service rates and compared their performances.
Data loss in a wireless communication system result by two ways. One possibility is that data is
transmitted successfully and traveling on a communication channel data may be lost due to
channel impairments, heavy traffic resulting in collisions, no connecting node etc. second
possibility of data loss is before data transmission takes place. With a small sized hardware
having constraints on its memory and buffer sizes, there is possibility of data loss due to buffer
overflow. The tradeoff between packet loss due to buffer overflow and packet loss due to
transmission errors has been studied in [18 ] for the increase in the overall system throughput.
Data loss after transmission can be controlled to some extent by using proper modulation
technique, channel encoding, error correcting codes etc. Data loss before transmission needs to
take care by individual node. This kind of data loss is very prominent in the wireless
communication networks where each node is highly hardware constrained as well as energy
constrained. Wireless sensor network is a good example of this kind of network. Data loss in
the node also results due to network congestion. Data is lost in the node itself before getting
transmitted. Such loss occurs due to the buffer overflow at the output buffer (data loss due to
buffer congestion). Data processed by processor comes in the output buffer and waits for
getting transmitted. If the channel condition is poor then transmitter will not transmit the data in
order to save the retransmissions. If receiver cannot receive the packet may be due to collision
or something else then transmitter does not receive acknowledgement (ack) from the receiver
and needs to keep the transmitted packet stored in the queue for retransmission. In such
conditions probability of data loss due to output buffer congestion increases (either tail drop or
head drop policy) as the output buffer size is very small in wireless sensor nodes. It not only
leads to data loss but also results in CPU power wastage. It is wise to reduce the processing
speed and save processors power if the transmission speed has reduced and packets in the
output queue are waiting. In [14], effect of network congestion on buffer congestion has been
analyzed and shown that by reducing the speed of microcontroller during congestion periods
can save the power. We have discussed the effect of network congestion on buffer congestion
resulting in data and power loss. Now consider the situation when there is no network
congestion and channel condition is also good. For sensor network applications like monitoring
applications most of the time there is no event occurring and there is very less traffic in the
network. We call this time period as normal time period. When event occurs and get sensed and
detected by the sensor nodes then the traffic in the network increases. We call this time period
as catastrophic period. This increased traffic needs to be handled with proper processing and
transmission speed otherwise data loss due to buffer overflow will occur. Information about the
event of interest though sensed will not reach to the sink node. It may violet the purpose of
deploying WSN. Figure 2 depicts the scope of Cap management technique for power and
buffer overflow optimization at sensor node level.

2. POWER OPTIMIZATION AT SENSOR NODES
As discussed earlier data computation and wireless data communication are the main power
consuming factors. By varying the computation (processing) and communication (transmission)
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rate w.r.t. the instantaneous amount of data to be processed or transmitted power can be
optimized. Figure 2 elaborates the scope of coordinated power management technique.

2.1. Optimizing computing energy using DVFS
In most of the WSN applications sensor nodes have a time varying computational load, and
hence peak system performance is not always required. DVFS exploits this fact by dynamically
adapting the processor's supply voltage and operating frequency to satisfy the instantaneous
processing requirement. The concept of dynamic voltage scaling is nicely elaborated by Amit
Sinha, Anantha Chandrakasan et al [17, 20].

Figure 2. Scope of CAP Management on a Wireless Sensor Node
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Here performance of processor is lowered against its energy efficiency. Performance is
degraded in the sense that it takes more time for processing and introduces computational delay
( latency), which is the cost paid to save computational energy. So this mean of computational
energy saving can be adapted only within the latency constraint, which is not going to adversely
affect the performance of the network. This latency constraint is different for different
applications. Several modern processors such as Intel's Strong-Arm and Transmitta’s Crusoe
support scaling of voltage and frequency.
Reduction in the operational clock frequency results in linear energy savings and additional
quadratic energy savings can be obtained if the power supply voltage is reduced to the
minimum required for that particular frequency.

2.2. Optimizing communication energy using DMS
M-ary modulation is the key to adaptive modulation. Number of bits per symbol (constellation
size) can be changed adaptively which results in variable data rate but with constant symbol
rate. In [21] it has been shown that MQAM modulation is efficient for short range
communications. Modulation scaling is a technique to decrease the energy consumed during
data transmission. Actual data transmission itself constitutes a major portion of the total energy
consumption in wireless communication systems. Modulation scaling trades off energy
consumption against transmission delay (latency).
Dynamic modulation scaling (DMS) concept is elaborated by Schurgers et. al [22]. It seems
better to reduce the transmission time in order to reduce the energy consumption, so generally it
is better to transmit as fast as possible and then turn to OFF state. Hence it is desirable to
transmit multiple bits per symbol (M-ary modulation) in order to reduce on time of transmitter.
But unfortunately for today’s available transceivers start up time is much higher hundreds of
microseconds) and it increases the power consumed by electronic hardware of the transmitter
very aggressively as compared to output power transmitted. So switching transmitter ON and
OFF frequently is not a wise decision and may not result in significant energy saving. In case of
M-ary modulation ( M = 2b) as the constellation size b (number of bits per symbol) increases,
power consumed by hardware as well as output power increases so for a particular transmission
system value of b should be optimized for specific symbol rate. The energy consumption in
data transmission is proportional to the transmission data rate [23, 24]. Increasing the
constellation size b, energy consumed for transmission of each bit increases while associated
transmission delay is decreased. Dynamic modulation scaling is useful to achieve multiple data
rate and dynamic power scaling to provide energy savings.

3. SYSTEM MODEL
From the architecture of a sensor node it can be viewed as two systems connected in tandem
(output of first system is input for the second system). Figure 3 shows the tandem queue model
of a sensor node with fixed service rate.

Figure 3. Tandem queue model of wireless sensor node (fixed service rate)
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Let A n = number of packets arrived during nth slot
B 1 = maximum capacity of input buffer
B 2 = maximum capacity of output buffer
f = number of packets served by the processor in each time slot
b = number of packets transmitted by the transmitter in each time slot
M n = input buffer occupancy at the start of nth slot
N n = output buffer occupancy at the start of nth slot
We have considered late arrival system (LAS) where data packets are allowed to enter in the
system just before the slot ends. These packets get service in the next time slot. Input buffer
occupancy at the start of a time slot is dependent on buffer occupancy at the start of previous
slot, number of packets served and number of packets arrived during previous slot.
M n = min {max {(M n-1 – f), 0} + A n-1, B1}
Similarly output buffer occupancy can be written as
N n = min {max {(N n-1 – b), 0} + min {M n-1, f} , B2}

3.1. Fixed service rates (No DVFS, No DMS)
In most of the WSN applications during normal periods very less workload needs to be
handled. When the number of packets in the buffer is less than the number of packets that can
be served in one time slot of duration ∆, server remains idle for some period.
I 1n = Idle period of processor in nth time slot
= max {(f - M n-1)/f, 0} ∆
Similarly,
I 2n = Idle period of transceiver in nth time slot
= max {(b - N n-1)/b, 0} ∆
For a fixed service rate sensor node, M n is a function of service rate arrival rate. As service rate
is fixed M n depends on arrival rate only. During normal period, arrival rate is very small which
keeps the value of M n also small and as a result processor remains idle over a longer period.
On the contrary during catastrophic conditions the arrival (number of packets arrived in one
slot) increases but as the service rate is fixed and buffer size is small possibility of data loss due
to buffer congestion (buffer overflow) occurs as per the head drop or tail drop scheme.
Input buffer overflow (OV1) occurs when M
when N n = B 2.

n=

B 1 and output buffer overflow (OV2) occurs
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OV1n = max {(M n-1 –f), 0} + A n-1 - B1
OV2n = max {(N n-1 –b), 0} + min {M n-1 , f} - B2

3.2. Only DVFS, No DMS (variable f and fixed b)
In this case input buffer status depends on arrival rate as well as service rate f. Arrival rate
cannot be controlled but service rate can be used as a control knob to reduce idle period during
normal times and buffer overflow during catastrophic period. In this case
M n = min {max {(M n-1 –f n-1), 0} + A n-1 , B1}
This value of M n will decide the value of service rate f n. Smaller the value of M n smaller value
of f n will be selected. Reduction in service rate will reduce the power consumption and will
take more time to complete the service (DVFS). It helps to reduce the idle power wastage.
I 1n = Idle period of processor in nth time slot
= max {(f n- M n-1)/f max, 0} ∆
By reducing the value of f n idle time will be reduced and will also save the power.
Buffer overflow is given as
OV1n = max {(M n-1 –f n-1), 0} + A n-1 - B1
During catastrophic condition as the arrival rate increases value of M n will be more. Data loss
due to input buffer overflow can be reduced by increasing the value of f n. In order to make
service rate buffer adaptive we need to scale f n in terms of M n.
f n = (M n* f max)/ B1
f max is the maximum supported service rate.
But as the second server in the tandem queue (transmitter) works with fixed service rate, there
is possibility of data loss during catastrophe and more power wastage during idle period.
Output buffer occupancy isN n = min {max {(N n-1 – b), 0} + min {M n-1, fn} , B2}
Output buffer overflow can be written as
OV2n = max {(N n-1 – b), 0} + min {M n-1, fn} - B2
In this equation fn is varying at the first server but there is no control knob at the second server
to control the overflow. During catastrophe as A n increases, fn at the first server will increase
resulting in increased N n. As b is constant and B2 is fixed output buffer overflow increases it
not only results in data loss but as the processed data gets lost, processing power used for that
also goes waste. Similarly during normal conditions as A n reduces, fn will be reduced. It will
reduce the packet arrival rate in the output buffer but as second server works with fixed rate
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(which is high enough to handle worst case condition), it will remain idle over longer duration
and more power will be wasted.
I n2 = Idle period of transceiver in nth time slot
= max {(b - N n-1)/b, 0} ∆
N n-1 becomes smaller due to reduced fn but b is constant and moderately high hence I2n
increases.
Implementation of only DVFS is not enough as it increases the processed data loss and
processing power loss during catastrophe and more idle power wastage during normal period.

3.3. Only DMS, No DVFS (variable b and fixed f)
In this case service rate of processor- f is fixed and kept considerably high in order to handle
sufficient number of packets during catastrophic conditions. Transmission rate b can be varied
as per the number of packets in the output buffer. During normal conditions f will be much
higher than the arrival rate A n so the first server- processor remains idle over a longer duration.
Idle power wastage is more likely in the first server. Number of packets entering in the output
buffer is also small during normal conditions. Second server- transmitter will select lower
service rate b for the transmission of packets. Lowering the transmission rate will reduce the
power consumption (RF power with DMS). Similarly during catastrophic conditions A n will
increase and f is not sufficient high then data loss may occur at input buffer. At the output
buffer data loss due to buffer congestion is reduced by increasing the transmission rate (more
number of bits per symbol).
OV2n = max {(N n-1 – b n), 0} + min {M n-1, f} - B2
Here though b n is changing, OV2n gets limited by f which is fixed. So implementation of only
DMS is also not enough.

3.4. Both DVFS and DMS integration (variable b and f)
From the discussions above it is highly desirable to have both f and b both changing w.r.t. to
the number of packets in the buffer waiting for the service. Figure 4 shows the sensor node
architecture with variable processing rate and variable transmission rate. Here a monitor checks
the queue length and the probability of buffer overflow. Processing rate of the processor is
varied as per the principle of dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS) and the data
transmission rate is varied using dynamic modulation scaling (DMS).

Figure 4. A sensor node with variable service rates
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As seen earlier input and output buffer occupancies can be given as
M n = f {An, f}

0 ≤ M n ≤ B1

N n = f {f, b}

0 ≤ N n ≤ B2

for the stability of the system f ≥ An , so that departure rate of first server is nothing but its
arrival rate An. so we can approximate,
N n ~ f {A n, b}

0 ≤ N n ≤ B2

It shows that occupancy of input buffer as well as output buffer is a function of arrival rate An.
Implementing DVFS (on processor) and DMS (on transmitter) together on a sensor node make
the service rates f and b to change w.r.t. input and output buffer occupancy respectively will
save the power during normal periods and will reduce buffer overflow data loss during
catastrophic periods. Also as both the buffer occupancies are function of arrival rate An
(directly proportional) there is no need to monitor input and output buffers separately. By
monitoring input buffer only it is possible to select required f and b. Now we can say that f and
b are changing in coordination. It results in coordinated adaptive power (CAP) management
giving extended lifetime to the sensor nodes and indirectly contributing to the lifetime
extension of WSN. It also ensures QoS by reducing the buffer congestion and data loss because
of it.

4. NEED FOR CAP MANAGEMENT
In order to save the overall energy consumption of a sensor node we consider implementing
DVFS and DMS on a sensor node. ON time period is divided in number of time slots of fixed
duration ∆. At the start of every time slot status of the input buffer and out buffer are checked
independently and accordingly voltage-frequency settings of the processor and modulation
index of transmitter are set. Here as DVFS and DMS work independently on the same sensor
node some of the problems that arise are:
•

Two different power managers are required one for processing unit and other for
communication unit.

•

Input buffers and output buffer are separately monitored hence more interfacing with
hardware is required.

•

More software, more iterations and more energy required.

Figure 5. ON period divided in number of slots
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•

DVFS has predictive approach but DMS checks the actual status of the output buffer,
so
DMS monitor is not aware of what will be the status of output buffer in next
slot.

•

Most of the time sensor node simply has to forward the data, it does not consume any
time for processing and suddenly the data in the output buffer increases.

As DMS modulator is not aware of this fact in advance so monitoring the output buffer,
deciding and then adjusting the modulation level for transmission in the same time slot takes
time. Meanwhile there is possibility of data loss due to limited buffer size.
To overcome above mentioned problems coordination between DVFS and DMS is required. If
the operating state of communication unit is selected based on the operating state of the
processor then both units will work together for power optimization as well as possibility of
data loss before transmission gets removed.

4.1. Concept of CAP management
Idea of coordinated power management was floated by Vijay Raghunathan et al [24]. CAP
management is a technique to coordinate active operating states of processor and transmitter in
a particular time slot adaptively with workload. Dynamic Voltage Scaling
(DVS) [25] and Dynamic Modulation Scaling (DMS) [26] techniques are integrated on the
node and works in coordination. CAP management considers the following assumptions:
•

Due to limited energy availability, a short haul multi hop communication is preferred.

•

Other than sensing its environment each node acts as a router and simply forwards the
received data to other nodes.

•

Percentage of data to be forwarded is much greater than the percentage of data actually
sensed.

•

Predicted workload tracks the actual workload efficiently.

Using the fact that if workload monitor observes a heavy workload and selects higher supply
voltage and clock frequency for processing predicted heavy load, then packet arrival rate in
output buffer will be quite high and if packets are not transmitted quickly then some of the data
packets may get lost even before transmission due to limited output buffer size. In this situation
modulation scaler selects higher constellation size i.e. selects multiple bits per symbol and fast
data transmission takes place. Transmission time Ton is reduced which results in to energy
saving but electronic energy consumption for higher b increases which also depends on
transmitter hardware and design. If DVFS is selecting smaller value of supply voltage and
clock frequency then optimum constellation size b is selected, which results in to comparatively
slow data transmission but reduces power consumed by hardware and also reduces output
power transmitted. in wireless sensor networks for short haul communication generally 0dBm
output power is considered which is much smaller than electronic power consumption. Hence it
is not always worthy to transmit data with higher constellation size, but constellation size is
optimized for minimum energy consumption and maximum latency constraints, rather better to
scale constellation size with workload up to permissible limit.
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In the block diagram shown in Figure 6, a common workload monitor and predictor controls
voltage and frequency scaler for processor and also modulation (Mod) scalar for transmitter. As
workload is predicted for next slot, where first data will be processed with certain processing
rate and then will be made available in output buffer for transmission so a sufficient delay is
introduced before giving control signal to modulator. Also constellation size used for
modulation is required to be specified in the packet header for the purpose of demodulation at
the receiver side.
Use of DVFS and DMS together has been explored in [27] and [28] for minimizing energy
consumption. In [27], Kumar et al. addressed a resource allocation problem. In [28], genetic
algorithm is used to solve the convex optimization problem of the energy management. In
[29],[30] authors have combined DVFS and DMS techniques to maximize the battery energy
levels of individual nodes at the same time meeting the end to end latency requirements.

Figure 6. CAP Management Conceptual Block Diagram

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have assumed that the arrival of data packets follows Poisson distribution. During normal
conditions the arrival rate A n is assumed to be λ1 while during catastrophe it is assumed to be
λ2. Both the system queues are of fixed lengths B1 and B 2 respectively. When there is a sudden
change in the surroundings the data flow increases to a comparatively higher rate and that is
why there is a need for higher value of service rate during catastrophe period.
The node is designed in such a way that it analyses the overflow probability for both the servers
after every 20 time units. During this period if the overflow of packets in any of the queues has
reached above a threshold level then their respective service rates will increase, so that the
higher traffic of data could be managed with less overflow.
As soon as the condition is back to normal the service rates will be changed back to the initial
values. Using the lower values of service rates during normal conditions (because there is less
data traffic in the system during normal conditions) we are trying to save the battery power
since power consumption increases with the increase in service rate. And by increasing the
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value of service rates during catastrophe we are reducing the overflow of packets since during
catastrophe data traffic in the system increases to a great extent.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the graphs of power consumed, queue length and buffer overflow
probability of a sensor node with fixed service rate and that of a sensor node with variable
service rate. Figure 7 compares both types of sensor nodes under normal condition while Figure
8 shows comparison under catastrophic conditions.
In Table 1 all the performance parameters observed in both the models under normal as well as
under catastrophe conditions are listed for the purpose of comparison. The first row depicts
parameters obtained for the fixed service rate model. The rest of the rows depict parameters
obtained for varying service rate model. Note that the values of varying service rate model
show better results.

Figure 7. Performance graphs of processor with input buffer with fixed service rate and with
variable service rates under normal condition
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Figure 8. Performance graphs of processor with input buffer with fixed service rate and with
variable service rates under catastrophe
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6. CONCLUSION
A wireless sensor node with capability of adaptive service rates is more power optimized as
compared with the sensor node with fixed service rate. Adaptive sensor nodes not only result in
longer lifetime but also provide the better QoS by reducing the data loss due to the buffer
overflow during the period of catastrophe. Longer lifetime is achieved by reducing the idle time
periods and keeping sensor node busy with small service rates and consuming less power
during normal period of operation. Service rate adaptive sensor nodes are actually power
adaptive sensor nodes. These nodes also help to meet out the node-to-node delay constraints
and reduce the number of time out dropped packets. Such long lived sensor nodes with better
QoS performance will be helpful in making Wireless Sensor Networks more feasible.
In this paper we have considered only two ON states of a sensor node for the purpose of
analysis. Similarly a sensor node with multiple number of states can be analyzed and will result
in better performance as switching between two neighboring states will take less switching time
and will consume less switching energy. Coordination between service rates of processor and
transmitter reduces the need for checking two buffers independently. It gives a sensor node
with coordinated DVFS and DMS techniques with better power optimization.
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